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numbers and functions, this is the quadratic equation f(a,b,c) = a.x2+b.x+c = 0, defined with 3 inner nested lambdas. In the upper inner lambda, three arguments ... 
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αwiki++ :: lambdabook_A4_200150228 lambdatalk Alain Marty Engineer Architect 66180, Villeneuve de la Raho, France [email protected] Abstract A wiki is a web application which allows collaborative modification, extension, or deletion of its content and structure. In a typical wiki, text is written using a simplified and rather limited markup syntax intended for an average user. My project was to build a wiki provided with a true programming language which could be used in a collaborative mode by an author, a web designer and a coder. The result is a small Lisp-like language, λ-talk, built on a regexp based "iconoclastic" evaluator and embedded in a tiny wiki, α-wiki, working as a light overlay on any modern browser.



unique and coherent notation allowing to produce rich and dynamical documents in a true collaborative work. Here is a snapshot of the alphawiki++ interface with on the left the editor frame and on the right the display frame, both in a real-time interaction:



Keywords Lisp, Scheme, Javascript, Regular Expressions, CMS, wiki.



Introduction Web browsers parse data such as HTML code, CSS rules and Javascript code stored on the server side and display rich multimedia dynamic pages on the client side. Script languages such as PHP and Javascript allow strong interactions with these data leading to web applications. Hundreds of engines have been built, managing files on the server side and interfaces on the client side, such as MediaWiki, Wordpress, Drupal. The de facto standard Markdown syntax is widely used to simplify text markup, but is not intended to be used for an easy styling and even less for scripting. Works have been done to build unified syntaxes, for instance: Skribe [1] by Erick Gallesio & Manuel Serrano, Scribble [2] by Matthew Flatt & Eli Barzilay, LAML [3] by Kurt Nørmark. With the plain benefit of existing Scheme implementations, these projects make a strong junction between the markup, styling and programming syntaxes. But these tools are definitively devoted to smart developers and not to webdesigners and even less to beginners. It is in order to give them a simplified common environment where could be done a collective work, that α-wiki and λ-talk have been conceived. λ-talk's name comes from the Church's lambda calculus which inspired the father of Lisp, John McCarthy, and the Apple's Hypercard/Hypertalk which inspired the wiki concept’s father, Ward Cunningham. The following document gives an introduction to the λ-talk's environment, to the evaluation process of 1) words, 2) numbers, 3) booleans, to the creation of 4) globals, 5) functions, 6) structures, 7) modules and to some more things in sections 8) and 9).



0. λ-talk's environment λ-talk is a small programming language embedded in a wiki, called α-wiki, a small interactive development tool working on top of any modern web browser running Javascript, independent of any external library and easy to install, (about 100kb), on a standard web hosting running PHP. λ-talk can be used at three levels: 1) with a handful of commands any author can easily create minimally structured documents made of words and pictures, 2) any web designer can find a full set of HTML tags and CSS rules to enrich theses documents, 3) and any coder can fit specific needs and make pages compositing more easy by extending the language's built-in functionalities. Everybody sharing a clear,



As it can be seen, there are no "B, I, U" fancy buttons for bold, italic or underline styles and other tools alike. Every enrichments are entered as special words, as commands to do something on other words bracketed between curly braces {}. Even at the lowest level, the user is a coder and thus, ready to deal with higher levels. We are now going to briefly introduce the code's structure and its evaluation process, then the dictionary and its extension process. 1) Structure: In λ-talk a word is defined as any sequence of characters except spaces and curly braces. The source code is a flattened tree (actually a forest ...), made of nested forms {first rest} where first is a word belonging to a dictionary and rest is any sequence of words recursively containing, or not, any {first rest} forms. 2) Evaluation: Following a simple hack shared by Steven Levithan [4], the λ-talk's interpreter evaluates the input code in realtime, in this single loop: while (code != (code = code.replace( pattern , evaluate ))) ; using a pattern built on this single Regular Expression: /\{([^\s{}]*)(?:[\s]*)([^{}]*)\}/g This pattern finds terminal forms {first rest} where first is a primitive (or a user defined) function belonging to a unique dictionary, and rest is any sequence of words without any {first rest} form. For each {first rest} terminal form, first is applyed to rest and the result replaces this form in the code. The loop exits when the initial code doesn't contain any {first rest} form. The output is an HTML code sent to the web browser for evaluation and display. For instance the following code entered in the frame editor: {b Hello {i brave new} World: √(3{sup 2} +4{sup 2}) = {sqrt {+ {* 3 3} {* 4 4}}}.} is progressively evaluated in 5 steps, from the leaves to the root: 1: {b Hello {i brave new} World: √(3{sup 2} +4{sup 2}) = {sqrt {+ {* 3 3} {* 4 4}}.} 2: {b Hello < i> brave new< /i> World: √(32 +42) = {sqrt {+ 9 16}}.} 3: {b Hello < i> brave new< /i> World: √(32 +42) = {sqrt 25}.} 4: {b Hello < i> brave new< /i> World: √(32 +42) = 5.} 5: < b> Hello < i> brave new< /i> World: √(32 +42) = 5.< /b>



The browser's engine evaluates the resulting HTML code and displays:



Hello brave new World: √(32 +42) = 5. 3) Dictionary: The dictionary contains a basic set of words associated to math operators and functions, to an essential set of HTML tags, to a reduced set of MathML and SVG tags, and to some other ones specific to the wiki. This is an overview of the dictionary currently used in this page, primitive functions being listed at first and user defined functions starting after the 134th word, sheet: dictionary(213) [ lib, serie, map, reduce, >, =, I am on a shadowed box {cute_add 1 1} -> Yes mom, 1+1 is equal to 2!



{cute_add -1 1} -> Yes mom, -1+1 is equal to 0! We are going now to analyze more precisely words, numbers, booleans, globals, functions, structures, modules and others.



1. Words Plain text - sequences of words - is 99% of the content in a wiki context. So, words are quickly overflown by the parser, ignored, not evaluated and displayed as such: Hello brave new World -> Hello brave new World Sequences of words don't need to be quoted like strings in other languages: {i Hello World} -> Hello World {del {i {u Hello {sup World}}}} -> Hello World λ-talk has a small set of primitives to work on sequences of words and chars: {first Hello Brave World} {rest Hello Brave World} {length Hello Brave World} {nth 1 Hello Brave World} {chars Hello Brave World} {charAt 6 Hello Brave World}



-> -> -> -> -> ->



Hello Brave World 3 Brave 17 B



and a wide set for handling HTML tags and all CSS rules, for instance: {span {@}Red word}-> Red word {a {@ href="http://www.pixar.com/"}PIXAR} -> PIXAR {img {@ id="amelie" src="data/amelie_sepia.jpg" height="50" title="Amélie Poulain"



}} -> Numerous others are shown in the alphawiki's portal.



2. Numbers They are simply built on the browser's Javascript foundation. They are basically words behaving as numbers depending on the calling operators or functions : 12345 -12345 {+ 1.e3 1} {* 2 1e3} {* 2 1e-3} {* 1 2 3 4 5 6} {- 100} {/ 100} {sqrt {+ {* 3 3} {* 4 4}}}



-> -> -> -> -> -> -> -> ->



12345 -12345 1001 2000 0.002 720 -100 0.01 5



Errors are quietly handled: {/ 1 0} -> Infinity {+ 1 hello} -> NaN // It's Not a Number {foo bar} -> (foo bar) // simply unevaluated



{* {six.two} {six.three}} } -> six {six} -> 6



3. Booleans Just what is expected: true {not true} {and true false} {or true false} {< 11 12} {= 1 1.00}



-> -> -> -> -> ->



true false false true true true



And λ-talk has no set! special form: globals are immutable.



5. Functions 1) Functions are created with the lambda special form: {lambda {:args} body}:



Forks use the if special form: {if bool_term then true_term else false_term}:



{lambda {:a :b} {+ :a :b}} -> lambda_1



In the pre-processing phase the {if bool_term then true_term else false_term} special form does nothing more than returning this expression {_if_ bool_term then 'true_term else 'false_term}, where _if_ is a primitive function and the true_term and false_term are deactivated (quoted). During the evaluation loop the _if_ function is called and, according to the bool_term's value, returns the evaluated true_term.



{{lambda {:a :b} {+ :a :b}} 3 4} -> 7



The unique number associated to a lambda is generated by the parser and is unknown by the user. Such an anonymous function {if {< 1 2} then {+ 1 2} else {/ 1 0}} -> 3 should be immediately used like this: {if {> 1 2} then {+ 1 2} else {/ 1 0}} -> Infinity



4. Globals Globals are added to the dictionary using the def special form: {def name value}. 1) special numbers can be given a name: {def myPI 3.1416} myPI {myPI}



-> myPI -> myPI -> 3.1416



myPI is a word and thus not evaluated; {myPI} is a function call returning the associated value 3.1416. This behaviour reminds the behaviour of a spreadsheet in which the word PI is displayed as it is and the call "=PI()" returns 3.141592653589793. 2) sequences of words can be given a name: {def sentence 12 34 56 Hello World} -> sentence {sentence} -> 12 34 56 Hello World Thanks to primitives first, rest, nth sequences of words can behave as non scalar data (arrays, vectors, ...). More on that in section 6). 3) CSS rules Using HTML attributes and CSS rules standard syntax inside a unique {@ ...} form was a design choice to avoid dictionary's pollution and to facilitate web designer's work. This is how a global sequences of CSS rules can be defined and used: {def georgia span {@}} -> georgia {{georgia}I'm Georgia!} ->



I'm Georgia!



4) Evaluable expressions can be given a name: {def PHI {/ {+ 1 {sqrt 5}} 2}} -> PHI {PHI} -> 1.618033988749895 5) defs can be nested, but inner definitions are not locales (see how to define locales later in section 5). A good (old) practice is to prefix inner defined names with outer defined names, for instance following this pattern: outer_name.inner_name: {def six {def six.two {+ 1 1}} {def six.three {+ {six.two} 1}}



In this example the lambda will replace in the string {+ :a :b} - the function's body - every occurrences of :a and :b by the two values 3 and 4 according to the pattern built with the arguments listed in {:a :b}, here the regular expressions /:a/g and /:b/g. This string replacement process implies that arguments be prefixed by a distinctive char, ie a colon. Note that names like :d and :dad can't fit (pattern intersection), but :dad and :dud clearly do. A function's body can contain any sequence of words, {first rest} expressions, inner lambdas, inner definitions. An anonymous function can be given a name and so added permanently to the dictionary: {def add {lambda {:a :b} {+ :a :b}}} -> add It's now possible to call this function more than once: {add 3 4} -> 7 {add 1 1} -> 2 2) Partial function application is a built-in capability: {add 3 4} -> 7 // arity is 2 {add 3} -> lambda_67 // stores 3 and waits {{add 3} 4} -> 7 // for the 2nd value {add 3 4 5} -> 7 // extra values are ignored Functions can return functions and can be passed as arguments to other functions and this capability will be useful to create specialized functions and structured datas, see section 7. structures For instance, it is straightforward to write derivatives of any order: {def D {lambda {:f :x} {/ {- {:f {+ :x 0.01}} {:f {- :x 0.01}} } 0.02} }} -> D {def x3 {lambda {:x} {* :x :x :x}}} -> x3 {x3 {{D {{D {{D {{D



2} x3} 2} {D x3}} 2} {D {D x3}}} 2} {D {D {D x3}}}} 2}



-> -> -> -> ->



8 12.000099999999847 11.999999999989797 5.999999999728445 3.885780586188048e-8



and to build a pocket calculator: {def calc {:op :a {calc + 3 {calc - 3 {calc * 3 {calc / 3 {calc add



{lambda {:op :a :b} :b}}} -> calc 4} -> 7 4} -> -1 4} -> 12 4} -> 0.75 3 4} -> 7



We have seen that defs can be nested, but internal defs are global



constants and not local variables. Local variables will be created via lambdas. For instance the area of any triangle (a,b,c) is given by: triangle_area = √( s*(s-a)*(s-b)*(s-c)) where s=(a+b+c)/2 It can be computed like this:



{switch 3} -> three {switch 4} -> none! Recursive functions can be created. Writing them tail recursive opens the way to effective iterative processes: {def ifac {lambda {:acc :n} {if {< :n 1} then :acc else {ifac {* :acc :n} {- :n 1}}}}} -> ifac {ifac 1 21} -> 51090942171709440000 {ifac 1 22} -> 1.1240007277776077e+21



{def triangle {lambda {:a :b :c} {{lambda {:a :b :c :s} {sqrt {* :s {- :s :a} {- :s :b} {- :s :c}}} } :a :b :c {/ {+ :a :b :c} 2}}}} -> triangle {triangle 3 4 5} -> 6



This is an example of recursion without any defs:



Inner lambda's argument :s acts as a local variable avoiding computing 4 times this value. Note that the inner function has no access to the outer function's local variables [:a :b :c] and must duplicate them. λ-talk knows neither closures nor the let special form!



{{lambda {:f :n :r} {:f :f :n :r}} {lambda {:f :r :n} {if {= :n 1} then :r else {:f :f {* :n :r} {- :n 1}} }} 1 10} -> 3628800



As an other example enlighting the natural intermixing of words, numbers and functions, this is the quadratic equation f(a,b,c) = a.x2+b.x+c = 0, defined with 3 inner nested lambdas. In the upper inner lambda, three arguments [:d :e :f] get the discriminant b2-4ac, -b and 2a. In the deeper inner lambdas, two arguments [:g :h] get intermediate evaluations. {def quadratic_equation {lambda {:a :b :c} {{lambda {:d :e :f} d = :d, {_if_ {> :d 0} then {{lambda {:g :h} 2 real roots: {br} x1 = {+ :g :h} {br} x2 = {- :g :h} } {/ :e :f} {/ {sqrt :d} :f}} else {_if_ {= :d 0} then 1 root: {br} x = {/ :e :f} else {{lambda {:g :h} 2 complex roots: {br} x1 = [:g,:h] {br} x2 = [:g,-:h] } {/ :e :f} {/ {sqrt {- :d}} :f}} }}} {- {* :b :b} {* 4 :a :c}} {- :b} {* 2 :a}}}} -> quadratic_equation Then we call it and get this formated result: {quadratic_equation 1 -1 -1} -> discriminant is 5, so 2 real roots: x1 = 1.618033988749895 x2 = -0.6180339887498949 {quadratic_equation 1 -2 1} -> discriminant is 0, so 1 root: x = 1 {quadratic_equation 1 1 1} -> discriminant is -3, so 2 complex roots: x1 = [-0.5,0.8660254037844386] x2 = [-0.5,-0.8660254037844386]



4) λ-talk has 3 useful primitive functions: serie, map & reduce: {map {add 3} {serie 1 5}} -> 4 5 6 7 8 {reduce add 3 4 5} -> 12 // add made variadic {reduce add {serie 1 100}} -> 5050 As a first useful application, the do function doesn't exist. Let's define one: {def do {lambda {:f from :a to :b step :d} {map :f {serie :a :b :d}}}} -> do {do {lambda {:x} {* :x :x}} from 1 to 13 step 1} -> 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 121 144 169 Note that arguments from, to, step are nothing but silent slots without any occurrences in the function's body. This is a second example generating a colored multiplication table using two nested maps: {def colored_table {def ct.color {lambda {:nn :c} {@}}} {def ct.format {lambda {:n} {if {< :n 10} then 00:n else {if {< :n 100} then 0:n else :n}}}} {lambda {:n} {map {{lambda {:n :j} {br} {map {{lambda {:nn :a :b} {{lambda {:nn :c} {span {ct.color :nn :c} {ct.format :c}}} :nn {* :a :b}}} {* :n :n} :j} {serie 1 :n}}} :n} {serie 1 :n}}}} -> colored_table The call {colored_table 15} produces:



In this example, the if special form has been replaced by its twinned primitive function _if_, because the true term and the false term contain lambdas and lambdas must be evaluated during the pre-processing phase. 3) ifs can be nested ans so used to build switch structures: {def switch {lambda {:x} {if {= :x 1} then one else {if {= :x 2} then two else {if {= :x 3} then three else none!}}}}} -> switch {switch 0} -> none! {switch 1} -> one {switch 2} -> two



001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 011 012 013 014 015 002 004 006 008 010 012 014 016 018 020 022 024 026 028 030 003 006 009 012 015 018 021 024 027 030 033 036 039 042 045 004 008 012 016 020 024 028 032 036 040 044 048 052 056 060 005 010 015 020 025 030 035 040 045 050 055 060 065 070 075 006 012 018 024 030 036 042 048 054 060 066 072 078 084 090 007 014 021 028 035 042 049 056 063 070 077 084 091 098 105 008 016 024 032 040 048 056 064 072 080 088 096 104 112 120 009 018 027 036 045 054 063 072 081 090 099 108 117 126 135 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 110 120 130 140 150 011 022 033 044 055 066 077 088 099 110 121 132 143 154 165 012 024 036 048 060 072 084 096 108 120 132 144 156 168 180 013 026 039 052 065 078 091 104 117 130 143 156 169 182 195



014 028 042 056 070 084 098 112 126 140 154 168 182 196 210 015 030 045 060 075 090 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 And a last one example computing the Euler's number: {def euler {def euler.fac {lambda {:n} {if {< :n 1} then 1 else {* :n {euler.fac {- :n 1}}}}}} {lambda {:n} {+ {map {lambda {:n} {/ 1 {euler.fac :n}}} {serie 0 :n}}}}} -> euler {euler 17} -> 2.7182818284590455 = E λ-talk can be used to display maths expressions. This is the Dirac's equation displayed as an image:



We can forget (with Chrome) the mathML set, build with λ-talk three utility functions, [quotient, sigma, paren]: {def quotient {lambda {:s :num :denom} {table {@} {tr {td {@}:num}} {tr {td {@}:denom}} }}} -> quotient {def sigma {lambda {:s :one :two} {table {@} {tr {td {@}:two}} {tr {td {@}Σ}} {tr {td {@}:one}} }}} -> sigma {def paren {lambda {:s :p} {span {@}:p}}} -> paren and use them like this: i{del h}{quotient 40 ∂ψ ∂t}(x,t) = {paren 3 (}mc{sup 2}α{sub 0} i{del h}c {sigma 30 j=1 3} α{sub j}{quotient 40 ∂ ∂x{sub j}} {paren 3 )} ψ(x,t) to display in any browser the Dirac's equation:
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{sqrt {Vdot :v :v}}}} -> Vnorm {def Vslope {lambda {:v} {{lambda {:a} {/ {* :a 180} {PI}}} {acos {/ {Vx :v} {Vnorm :v}}}}° }} -> Vslope which can be used like this: {def U 1.00 1.00} = [{U}] -> U = [1.00 1.00] {Vnorm U} -> 1.4142135623730951 {Vslope U} -> 45.00000000000001° This is a more complex example showing how to draw points along a cubic curve and its control points, anywhere in the page, without any canvas, simply using HTML divs, CSS rules and two user defined functions:



{def cubic {def c.interp {lambda {:a0 :a1 :a2 :a3 :t :u} {round {+ {* :a0 :u :u :u 1} {* :a1 :u :u :t 3} {* :a2 :u :t :t 3} {* :a3 :t :t :t 1}}}}} {lambda {:p0 :p1 :p2 :p3 :t} {c.interp {Vx :p0} {Vx :p1} {Vx :p2} {Vx :p3} :t {- 1 :t}} {c.interp {Vy :p0} {Vy :p1} {Vy :p2} {Vy :p3} :t {- 1 :t}} }} -> cubic {def dot {lambda {:x :y :r :bord :back} {span {@}}}} -> dot {dot {{def P0 200 20}} 20 black yellow} {dot {{def P1 400 20}} 20 black cyan} {dot {{def P2 100 480}} 20 black cyan} {dot {{def P3 400 450}} 20 black yellow} {map {lambda {:t} {dot {cubic P0 P1 P2 P3 :t} 5 black red}} {serie -0.2 1.15 0.025}} 2) cons, car and cdr don't exist as primitives in λ-talk, it's a design choice which may change. Following "Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs" in section "2.1.3 What Is Meant by Data?" [5], lambdas can be used to define them and beyond, to build useful structures like pairs and lists.



2.1) pairs A pair is made of 2 elements which are either a word or a pair:



6. Structures λ-talk has no primitive structured datas, but user structured datas can be created in several manners. 1) The first, rest, nth, length primitives allow using global constants as arrays, polynomials, complex numbers, rational numbers, 2D/3DVectors. This is a simple example with 2DVectors: {def {def {def {+



Vx {lambda {:v} {nth 0 {:v}}}} -> Vx Vy {lambda {:v} {nth 1 {:v}}}} -> Vy Vdot {lambda {:v1 :v2} {* {Vx :v1} {Vx :v2}} {* {Vy :v1} {Vy :v2}}}}} -> Vdot {def Vnorm {lambda {:v}



{cons a b} {cons a {cons b b}} {cons {cons a a} b} Pairs can become B-trees: {cons {cons {cons a a} {cons b b}} {cons {cons c c} {cons d d}}} A first set of functions:



1) build a pair {def cons {lambda {:a :b :c} {if :c then :a else :b}}} -> cons 2) test a pair {def cons? {lambda {:c} {equal? {charAt 6 :c} _}}} -> cons? 3) get the first element of a pair {def car {lambda {:c} {if {cons? :c} then {:c true} else nil}}} -> car 4) get the second element of a pair {def cdr {lambda {:c} {if {cons? :c} then {:c false} else nil}}} -> cdr 5) display a pair {def cons_disp {lambda {:p} {if {equal? {car :p} nil} then :p else ({cons_disp {car :p}} {cons_disp {cdr :p}})}}} -> cons_disp Using these functions: {cons? {cons aa bb}} -> true {cons? hello} -> false {car {cons aa bb}} -> aa {cdr {cons aa bb}} -> bb {car aa} -> nil {cdr bb} -> nil {cons_disp {cons aa bb}} -> (aa bb) {cons_disp {cons {cons aa bb} {cons cc dd}}} -> ((aa bb) (cc dd)) {cons_disp {cons {cons {cons a a} {cons b b}} {cons {cons c c} {cons d d}}}} -> (((a a) (b b)) ((c c) (d d))) {cons_disp {cons {cons {cons a a} b} {cons c {cons d d}}}} -> (((a a) b) (c (d d))) It's a work in progress!



2.2) lists A list is a pair whose car is any word and whose cdr is a pair or a terminal word arbitrarily chosen. It could be '() as in Lisp/Scheme, or nil. I choosed nil: {cons 12 {cons 34 {cons 56 {cons 78 {cons 90 nil}}}}} This is a first set of functions working on lists: {def l_make {def l_make.rec {lambda {:arr :i} {if {equal? {nth :i {:arr}} undefined} then nil else {cons {nth :i {:arr}} {l_make.rec :arr {+ :i 1}}} }}} {lambda {:arr} {l_make.rec :arr 0}}} -> l_make {def l_display {lambda {:l} {if {equal? :l nil} then else {car :l} {l_display {cdr :l}}}}} -> l_display {def l_first {lambda {:l} {car :l}}} -> l_first {def l_butfirst {lambda {:l} {cdr :l}}} -> l_butfirst {def l_last {lambda {:l} {if {equal? {cdr :l} nil} then {car :l} else {l_last {cdr :l}}}}} -> l_last



{def l_butlast {lambda {:l} {if {equal? {cdr :l} nil} then nil else {cons {car :l} {l_butlast {cdr :l}}}}}} -> l_butlast {def l_length {lambda {:l} {if {equal? :l nil} then else {+ 1 {l_length {cdr :l}}}}}} -> l_length {def l_member? {lambda {:l :m} {if {equal? :l nil} then false else {if {equal? :m {car :l}} then true else {l_member? {cdr :l} :m}}}}} -> l_member? {def l_duplicate {lambda {:l} {if {equal? :l nil} then nil else {cons {car :l} {l_duplicate {cdr :l}}}}}} -> l_duplicate {def l_reverse {lambda {:l} {if {equal? :l nil} then nil else {cons {l_last :l} {l_reverse {l_butlast :l}}}}}} -> l_reverse {def l_apply {lambda {:f :l} {if {equal? :l nil} then nil else {cons {:f {car :l}} {l_apply :f {cdr :l}}}}}} -> l_apply {def l_insert {lambda {:x :r :LT} {if {equal? :LT nil} then {cons :x :LT} else {if {:r :x {car :LT}} then {cons :x :LT} else {cons {car :LT} {l_insert :x :r {cdr :LT}}}}}}} -> l_insert {def l_sort {lambda {:r :L} {if {equal? :L nil} then nil else {l_insert {car :L} :r {l_sort :r {cdr :L}}}}}} -> l_sort Using these functions: {def myarray 12 34 56 78 90} -> myarray {def mylist {l_make myarray}} -> mylist {l_display {mylist}} -> 12 34 56 78 90 {l_length {mylist}} -> 5 {car {mylist}} -> 12 {l_display {cdr {mylist}}} -> 34 56 78 90 {l_first {mylist}} -> 12 {l_last {mylist}} -> 90 {l_display {l_butfirst {mylist}}} -> 34 56 78 90 {l_display {l_butlast {mylist}}} -> 12 34 56 78 {l_length {cdr {mylist}}} -> 4 {l_member? {mylist} 12} -> true {l_member? {mylist} 1} -> false {l_display {l_duplicate {mylist}}} -> 12 34 56 78 90 {l_display {l_reverse {mylist}}} -> 90 78 56 34 12 {l_display {l_apply {lambda {:x} {* :x :x}} {mylist}}} -> 144 1156 3136 6084 8100 Lists can be created by successive insertions and can be sorted: {l_display



{l_insert -1 < {l_insert 10 < {l_insert 25 < {l_insert 30 < {l_insert 20 < nil}}}}}} -> -1 10 20 25 30 {l_display {l_sort < {cons 45 {cons 30 {cons 20 {cons -1 {cons 90 nil}}}}}}} -> -1 20 30 45 90 3) Following the same pattern we can re-build 2DVectors as first class structures: {def V.new {lambda {:x :y :f} {if :f then :x else :y}}} -> V.new {def V.x {lambda {:v} {:v true}}} -> V.x {def V.y {lambda {:v} {:v false}}} -> V.y {def V.dsp {lambda {:v} [{V.x :v},{V.y :v}]}} -> V.dsp {def V.add {lambda {:v1 :v2} {V.new {+ {V.x :v1} {V.x :v2}} {+ {V.y :v1} {V.y :v2}}}}} -> V.add Note that the add function returns a new vector, it's an internal operation allowing vector concatenations. Examples: 1) via anonymous vectors: {V.dsp {V.new 123 456}} -> [123,456] {V.x {V.new 123 456}} -> 123 {V.y {V.new 123 456}} -> 456 {V.dsp {V.add {V.new 123 456} {V.new 123 456}}} -> [246,912] 2) via defined vectors: {def V {V.new 123 456}} = {V.dsp {V}} -> V = [123,456] V.x = {V.x {V}} -> V.x = 123 V.y = {V.y {V}} -> V.y = 456 {def V+V {V.add {V} {V}}} = {V.dsp {V+V}} -> V+V = [246,912] {def V+V+V {V.add {V} {V+V}}} = {V.dsp {V+V+V}} -> V+V+V = [369,1368] Numerous exercises to reach a coherent approach for polynomials, rational numbers, complex numbers, 3D vectors... can be seen in the α-wiki's portal. It's a work in progress ...



7. Modules λ-talk works in a wiki-context (α-wiki) built as a stack of pages sharing the same style. A kind of HyperCard/HyperTalk on the web. Each page is isolated from the others, but datas belonging to a page can be included in any other page via the require primitive. For instance the page stock_tools_someLT of this wiki contains some informations (written as functions) about the wiki's mascot, Amélie Poulain : {def nom Amélie Poulain} {def naissance 1973} {def photo {img {@ src="data/amelie_sepia.jpg" height="100"}}} These definitions can be called in this current page via this call:



(require stock_tools_someLT) and used like this:



{photo} -> {nom} -> Amélie Poulain is born in {naissance} -> is born in 1973 {- {nth 0 {date}} {naissance}} years old -> 42 years old Thus, user functions and structures can be built in a set of wiki library_pages and shared anywhere in the wiki.



8. Miscellaneous 1) discarding comments: ooo



multiline comments are discarded



ooo



2) displaying multiline unevaluated code: oo



{+ 1 2} {+ 3 4} oo



-> {+ 1 2} {+ 3 4} 3) quoting forms: {q {+ -> {+ ‘{+ 1 -> {+



1 2} {+ 3 4}} 1 2} {+ 3 4} 2} ‘{+ 3 4} 1 2} {+ 3 4}



Note that {q ...} is a fourth special form beside [if, lambda, def] used for quoting sequences of s-expressions, coming with the quasi-equivalent '{...} notation as a simplified notation used for quoting one s-expression. They are useful to display unevaluated s-expressions in a wiki page but not mandatory as language components. 4) for some basic HTML tags defining blocks (h1..h6, p, ul, ol) which terminates with a carriadge return (¬), the general {first rest} form can be replaced by an alternate one easier to write and read (you might have a look into the code of this page): {h1 Title level 1} can be replaced by: _h1 Title level 1 ¬ and alike for h2, h3, h4, h5, h6 {p some paragraph...} can be replaced by: _p some paragraph... ¬ {ul {li unordered list item} {li unordered list item} } can be replaced by:



_ul unordered list item _ul unordered list item



¬ ¬



and alike for ordered lists ol 5) for links the general {first rest} form can be replaced by alternate forms easier to write and read, following the wiki standards: 1) external links: {a {@ href="website_URL"}website_name} can be replaced by: [[website_name|website_URL]] 2) internal links: {a {@ href="?view=page_name"}page_name} can be replaced by: [[page_name]] 6) about evaluation speed: in α-wiki, each page is edited and evaluated in real-time, the entire evaluation process is started again at each keyboard entry. Tested on a MacBook Pro (2GHz InterCore i7) in the FireFox browser, on a small set of pages, the evaluation's time related to the number of characters before and after the evaluation and to the number of braces nested s-expressions {}, is detailed in the table below: page



chars before -> after



{}



time ms



start



16 532 -> 26 453



343



6



3



tutorial



15 931 -> 17 518



221



5



4



reference



18 557 -> 23 352



381



8



2



jules verne



1 230 422 -> 1 230 300



90



48



5



fibo_1



149 -> 52



12



10 000



6



fibo_2



200 -> 51



14



25



1



start, tutorial and reference are representative of wiki pages of an intermediate size equivalent to a 8/10 PDF pages, jules verne contains in a "pre-wrap" div a long text, a 300 pages book. 62 tags (h1, h2, h3) have been added to mark the chapter's titles and activate a TOC, fibo_1 and fibo_2 contain fibonacci functions. The first one is built on a naive recursive algorithm and stops the browser's engine after the 28th fibonacci number (10.000ms). The second is built on a tail recursive algorithm and stays under 25 milliseconds when called for the 1000th fibonacci number. The average CPU time to evaluate this page containing 46 800



characters and 2430 nested s-expressions {}, is about 70 ms on a Macbook (2Ghz Intel Core i7) and around 1000ms on an iPad 1st generation or on an iPhone 4s. Beyond such a rather approximative benchmark, it appears that on a recent computer the couple [α-wiki λ-talk] allows a comfortable realtime edition of standard pages found in a wiki.



Conclusion Beside standard HTML tags and CSS rules, λ-talk knows a few things about SVG, mathML and Canvas functionalities. Any Javascript code can be included via buttons input and {script ...} containers opening a window for Fractals, RayTracing, Spreadsheets, 2D & 3D drawings, webAudio and so on. CSS rules can be included via {style ...} opening the way to rich and complex web design, i.e. window_picture or goldpig. And when λ-talk reaches its limits (no closures, more intensive computing,...), the {lisp ...} container opens a window to a small but standard Lisp dialect, alphalisp. Commenting this work on the reddit website, somebody wrote this: « Reminds me of John McCarthy's lament at the W3C's choice of SGML as the basis for HTML: "An environment where the markup, styling and scripting is all s-expression based would be nice." » It was the goal of the α-wiki & λ-talk project. α-wiki is free and under the GPL Licence, @ http://epsilonwiki.free.fr/alphawiki_2/. The present paper has been created in α-wiki, using a specific style sheet in respect with the ACM SIGS guidelines, and exported as a 8 pages PDF format directly from Firefox. Alain Marty, 2015/02/19
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